Fare Savings Finder

How does this work?
Fare Savings Finder is an **Egencia fare monitoring service that detects and makes savings on air tickets** after they have been booked and before they get issued.

1. Traveller or arranger books a flight (online or offline)
2. A dedicated team of Egencia Air Fare specialists assisted by powerful data analysis systems scan eligible tickets and detect fare variations.
3. The Air Fare Specialist rebook the ticket, with the same airline, the same flexibility and the same seat as the initial booking but at a lower price
4. The Ticket is reissued with no invoicing impact and no cancellation fee (Except VOID cases when the first ticket has already been charged)
5. An email notification is sent to traveler with the information of the price booked and the savings made.
6. Egencia issues invoice / receipts for the ticket and the Fare Savings Finder Fee. The fee applied depends on the level of savings that has been made.